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ABSTRACT? 

The movement toward language-centered curricula in in

structional programs for young children is based upon new insights 

of linguists and from research studies concerning the linguistic 

competencies which children bring to school. The demand to ascer

tain the quality of children's language is an outgrowth of this 

movement. 

The purpose of this feasibility study was to gain further 

insight into reciprocal language recognition skills which might 

affect a child's ability to learn to read. An experimental in

strument, the Cox Language Analysis Scale (the CLA Scale), was 

developed and used by the researcher. 

Hypotheses were tested to explore the question of reci

procity of the language skills in two ways: (1) Is there 

reciprocity of the language skills employed by first grade Lan

guage Experience Approach students in language activities as de

fined by the structures of language? (2) Is there reciprocity of 

the language skills employed by first grade Language Experience 

Approach (LEA) students in three types of language activities: 

spontaneous expression, the presentation of dictation, and per

sonal authorship? 

The subjects who participated in this study were 25 first 

grade students who were enrolled in the public schools and who 
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lived in five differing geographic areas of Tucson, Arizona. The 

subjects represented socioeconomic levels ranging from low-income 

to upper-middle-income. All were enrolled in LEA classrooms. 

Normality of the sample population in terms of IQ and 

psycholinguistic processes was established by the Illinois Test 

of Psycholinguistic Abilities . The level of implementation of LLA 

per classroom was established by a new scale, the Allen Level of 

Implementation Scale (ALIS), designed by Dr. Roach Van Allen. 

Samples of spontaneous expression, the presentation of 

dictation, and personal authorship, were taken for each subject. 

These samples were analyzed to determine the amount of variance 

represented by language skills within the structure of language 

and those defined by language activities as established by the CIA 

Scale. 

The data were analyzed by the Analysis of Variance: Re

peated Measurements Model. Post hoc analysis tests were applied 

to those data which were statistically significant at less than 

the .05 level. 

The first hypothesis of no difference in language skills 

of first grade LEA students as defined by structures of language 

was accepted. The hypotheses concerning no differences in lan

guage skills used in the three types of language activities were 

rejected. 

From the findings of the study it is possible to state: 

It is feasible to study the reciprocity of language skills 

used in the language activities of first grade Language Experience 
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Approach students as defined by the structures of language. Lan

guage skills used by first grade LEA students in spontaneous ex

pression in the presentation of dictation, and in personal 

authorship, are interrelated, not reciprocal. 

The findings of this research suggest the following recom

mendations : 

1. The present study should be replicated to establish 

further the reliability of the Cox Language Analysis Scale and to 

reveal any differences which may exist among categories. 

2. Additional research should be carried out to ascertain 

the quality of language production of children in the types of LEA 

language activities reported in this study. 

3. The search for and development of instruments unique 

in terms of the objectives of language-centered curricula should 

be continued. 

4. Instruments which measure both skills of recognition 

and of prediction of language should be developed. 

5. Language Experience Approach teachers should attend 

with equal emphasis to the three thrusts of the approach: (1) ex

tending one's experiences with words, (2) study of the English 

language, and (3) relating author's ideas and language to personal 

experience. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE STUDY 

The promotion of language-centered curriculum to replace 

those which are reading-centered is currently an emerging practice 

in American primary schools. The central thrust of such curricula 

resides in the point of view that one's oral language base is the 

foundation upon which initial instruction in reading should be 

built. Essential to this assumption is the notion that develop

ment of both skills of oracy and of literacy are imperative during 

the early years in school, with emphasis placed upon the primacy 

of oracy. Thus the essential processes of language growth, the 

"verbalization of experience" as well as the "experience of ver

balization" are both seen as essential to the child's education 

whatever the subject matter (Wilkinson, Davies, and Atkinson 

1965). 

The organization of the primary school ig favorable to the 

development of oracy/literacy skills in terms of its emphasis upon 

positive adult-child relationships, the multiplicity of opportu

nity to work flexibly in groups, and the self-contained schemata. 

The opportunities for reciprocity in language learning, however, 

are dependent upon the relationships existing between the teacher 

and the taught, which reflect her point of view concerning the 

1 
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role of the teacher, the nature of the learner, and the learning 

process . Traditional classrooms with authoritarian teachers pre

sent few occasions for this reciprocity. 

Little research currently exists which links the recipro

cal skills of oracy and those of literacy, thus treating the 

language arts as an integrated whole. If indeed literacy is the 

mirror of oracy, reflecting however only certain facets of it, 

then a feasibility study reflecting modern linguistic and psy-

cholinguistic descriptions of language behavior which attempts to 

identify and describe reciprocal skills in these two conditions 

for learning is appropriate. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to gain further insight into 

reciprocal language recognition skills which might affect a 

child's ability to learn to read. 

This research attempted to identify and describe the reci

procity between oracy recognition skills and beginning literacy 

recognition skills reflected in children's personal authorship. 

The constant focus of this research was upon the child as a pro

ducer of language. 

The Problem 

Is there reciprocity between the oracy recognition skills 

and the beginning literacy recognition skills represented in the 

personal authorship of first grade students instructed by a 

Language Experience Approach? 
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Hypotheses to Be Tested 

1. There is no difference in the language recognition 

skills employed by first grade Language Experience Approach stu

dents in language activities as they relate to the phonological, 

the syntactical, and the morphological structures of language. 

2 . There is no difference in the language recognition 

skills employed by first grade Language Experience Approach stu

dents in their spontaneous expression and in the presentation of 

dictation. 

3. There is no difference in the language recognition 

skills employed by first grade Language Experience Approach stu

dents in the presentation of dictation and in personal authorship. 

4. There is no difference in the language recognition 

skills employed by first grade Language Experience Approach stu

dents in their spontaneous expression and personal authorship. 

Significance of the Study 

Prior studies in the language arts have tended to regard 

the orate and the literate processes as separate and different 

with little acknowledgment, identification, or exploration of the 

interrelationships of all in terms of reciprocal skills. Indeed, 

it has been indicative of the unimportant part played by the 

"orate" skills in thinking about education in the past that no 

such terms existed (Wilkinson 1968). 

Literacy has been taught for hundreds of years and we have 

certain expectations about what standards we can expect of 
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children at differing ages in reading and writing; for oracy, 

however, we have no such expectations. Yet both the orate skills 

and the literate skills each contain attributes of reception and 

production in their components. 

A research study which explores the development of lan

guage in terms of reciprocal skills between the orate and literate 

dimensions is unique from those which compare oracy and literacy 

skills in terms of their differences. Further a study which ex

amines the reciprocity between the developmental facets of lan

guage which center productively upon the child is even more 

unique. 

We are not sure what skills in the orate dimension of 

language development share reciprocity with those in the literate 

dimension. More specifically, we have not established reciprocal 

relationships between the productive dimensions of speaking (an 

orate skill) and writing (a literate skill) nor have we done this 

in the receptive dimensions of listening and reading (again, one 

orate and one literate skill). 

The division of the language arts into instructional pro

grams which separately attend to the facets of oracy and literacy 

understates their interrelationships in terms of the reciprocal 

skills inherent in all. Subsequently, this research centered upon 

the orate and literate components of language production and at

tempted to explore these processes in terms of their behavioral 

foci. 
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This study was an attempt to gain further information 

about language development in the following ways: 

1. The study presents a body of information concerning 

the orate and the literate aspects of the language arts in terms 

of what they have in common. 

2 . The study gives additional insight into the cues af

forded by children's spontaneous expression, their dictation, and 

their personal authorship which may be used as a basis for 

decision-making regarding their learning to read their language as 

used by others. 

3. The information gathered can be of practical help in 

the potential development of techniques and methods for the as

sessment of children's personal language, both oral and written. 

4. The study helps to identify skill similarities in the 

phonological, syntactical5 and morphological categorizations of 

the productive facets of language which lead to success in read

ing. 

5. The study reaffirms the fact that reading is first and 

foremost a matter of language. 

Definitions of Terms Used 

For the purposes of this study, the following definitions 

of terms were used: 

Collocation: The only legitimate restriction on lexical 

occurrence; the probability for certain lexical items to occur 

within the same utterance, e.g., library, book, or read. 
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Oracy: Facility in those conditions which enable humans 

to communicate through listening and speaking. 

Literacy: Facility in those conditions which enable hu

mans to communicate through writing and reading. 

Language Prediction Skills: Those skills which allow one 

to anticipate the recurring design or arrangement of sound, 

morphemes, phrases, or sentences characteristic of a given lan

guage. 

Oral Language: The spontaneous, spoken utterances made by 

children during structured interviews recorded on tape. Responses 

were segmented into phonological units, communication units, and 

mazes, according to the scheme devised by Loban (1963). 

Language Mazes or Stabilizers: Certain words or phrases 

occurring mainly in reciprocal situations with a positive or nega

tive function; e.g., "er," "mm," "you know," "sort of." Posi

tively they enable a speaker to think while speaking; to choose 

the correct word or phrase; to rise to a more creative utterance. 

They may also have an echo-sounding use; e.g., "you know" used 

terminally. Negatively, they may irritate the listener, be a sign 

of incoherence, even a cry of despair. They can be identified as 

noises, repeats, holders, or edits. 

Language Experience Approach (LEA): An approach in read

ing instruction which brings reading and the other communication 

skills together in the instructional program. In this approach 

there is no distinction between the reading program and the devel

opment of listening, speaking, spelling, and writing skills. The 
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"togetherness" of the development of skills makes possible the 

continuing use of each child's own background of experience and 

thinking as he grows toward maturity. 

Morphological Structure: The system of meaning-bearing 

units and word formation of a language. 

Phonological Structure: The system of sounds and rhythms 

of a language. 

Syntactical Structure: The system of the patterns of 

phrases, clauses, and sentences of a language. 

Phonological Units: Utterances occurring between si

lences ; they are dependent upon the patterns of sound made by the 

human voice; they are judged by the contours of inflection, 

stress, and pause in the subject's voice [e.g., (Well) the boy's 

running/ and the girl's running/ (and the other boy) he's very 

behind with a ball/]. 

Communication Units: Subdivisions of the larger phonolog

ical units; they can be identified by the semantic meaning which 

is being communicated; they cannot be further subdivided without 

the loss of essential meaning. 

(The phonological unit above contains three communication 

units, each separated by a [/]). 

Pattern: Any recurring design or arrangement of sounds, 

morphemes, phrases, or sentences characteristic of a given lan

guage . 

Structural Pattern: Structural patterns comprise a lin

guistic system for classifying the language responses uttered by 
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children into categories so as to determine their frequency of 

occurrence and variety of use by the subjects in the study. (E.g., 

The frequency of use of the noun - linking verb - noun (NLVN) 

pattern and the partial or incomplete sentence discriminates high 

and low language proficiency children.) 

Reciprocal Skills: In language, those skills that share a 

return or response in both the orate and literate dimensions. 

Reciprocal Speech Situation: One in which two-way commu

nication operates. 

Reciprocity: A mutual exchange or response; a return in 

due measure shared or felt by both sides. 

Delimitations of the Study 

The delimitations of the study are as follows: 

1. The teachers of the five treatment classrooms were not 

specifically trained for the purposes of this study. Both the 

amount of training in the philosophy and the methodology of LEA as 

well as the number of years spent in using this approach varied 

from teacher to teacher. 

2. The content of all language samples depended upon the 

interest of the members of the population and the on-going class

room activities. 

Limitations of the Study 

The following operated as limitations of the study: 

1. The study was limited to an investigation of recogni

tion skills in the linguistic system (i.e., the phonological, 
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syntactical, and morphological structures. As recognition skills 

become internalized by the learner, skills of prediction emerge 

which allow him to anticipate what should follow or is likely to 

follow. Both skills of recognition and prediction are essential 

to overall language development. 

2. The study does not include other elements which might 

affect language development such as the physiological and psy

chological bases of language acquisition. 

3. The ability of the researcher to develop a measure of 

recognition skills in the phonological, syntactical, and morpho

logical structures of language. 

4. The study does not extend to include an investigation 

of recognition skills in the three components of the linguistic 

base as they relate to the process of reading one's language as 

recorded by others. 

5. The option was exercised by this researcher to limit 

this study to a population which was in its first year of school. 

It is recognized that a more comprehensive study would include and 

follow the language acquisition and development of members of this 

population for an extended period of time in order to obtain a 

more complete picture of the reciprocity between recognition 

skills in the orate and literate dimensions and the emerging 

skills of prediction. 
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Review of Related Literature 

Most school and learning activities are conducted by means 

of language in some form. Because of this, it is likely that no 

other skill is more closely related to learning than is language 

facility. Upon the base of spoken language are built its written 

forms; a pupil with inadequate oral language facility is likely to 

be blocked in most learning, particularly with respect to writing 

and reading facility which is basic to the total elementary school 

program. 

Skills of literacy have always received a great deal of 

study and attention. Attention to and study of the skills of 

oracy and of their relationship to those of literacy is of recent 

origin in education. Researchers and theorists in various disci

plines have contributed to'a renewal of interest in the point of 

view that learning to speak is rightly to be considered to be the 

first great milestone in a child's life; learning to read is the 

second. Hence, research which emphasizes the linguistic and com

municative nature of the literate skills in relation to those of 

the orate base is needed. 

This theoretical and research section is organized in a 

manner which features the major ideas upon which this study is 

based. 
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The linguistic competence which the child brings to school 

becomes the basis for elaboration and modification of fur

ther language learnings through instruction. 

McCarthy (1954) found in her study that pre-school chil

dren produce sentences which are incomplete (not understandable), 

functionally complete, simple, simple with phrases, compound, 

complex, and compound-complex. The studies of Noell (1953), 

Smith (1958), Strickland (1962), and Loban (1963) confirmed the 

fact that most children beginning school have already learned to 

use whatever sound system, grammar, and vocabulary which is char

acteristic of their home, school and neighborhood. Loban (1963) 

and Strickland (1962) in their research reports indicated that for 

the children in their studies, vocabularies and speaking habits 

are almost completely set by school age and that these children 

employed all the common sentence patterns identified as basic to 

the English language. 

Allen and Allen (1969) indicated that the development of 

natural sentence patterns is assured by the fact that most chil

dren who come from English-speaking homes can manage the compli

cated structure of sentences by the age of five or six. Carroll 

(1966) called attention to the fact that the child is able to 

utter and comprehend thousands of sentences that he has never 

heard before. He cited this as evidence of linguistic competency 

in terms of the phonology, syntax, and the semantics of his lan

guage. Menyuk's (1971) research at the Research Laboratory of 

Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which deals 
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with the acquisition of phonology, of syntax, and of morphology by 

young children supported the position of other researchers that 

children possess a built-in capacity to select significant lin

guistic features of adult language, whatever that language is. 

Wilkinson (1971) identified this capacity as LAD, or Language 

Acquisition Device, and summarized that this device of humans 

allows them to structure words, recognize the basic arrangements 

of words which tell us about relationships, and look at the ex

amples of usage they have access to, and from these devise rules 

for their own use. 

Smith (1958) reported that ninety-eight percent of all 

normal children of school age are able to speak and to be under

stood. Wilson summarized the child's linguistic competence as 

follows: 

. . . he is certainly a complicated and accurate lin
guistic machine. . . when he enters school, then, a child 
already knows in an operational sense, that the language 
changes, and that language has variety. He knows that it 
contains methods for changing a word from singular to plu
ral, for increasing intensity, for changing tense, and for 
changing one kind of word into another kind of word. Al
though he lacks a technical vocabulary, he knows a great 
deal about inflection, about comparison, and about deriva
tional processes (1964, p. 73). 

Language learnings occur best in compulsory situations 

which require interaction between adults and children. 

The linguist Lefevre (1970) pointed out in his statement 

of methodology concerning language development that the instruc

tional technique should parallel the early childhood method of 

learning to speak the native tongue through delightful 
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experiences, through repeated exposure to language forms and pat

terns, by creative imitation and manipulation, and by personal 

trial and error with kindly assistance from adults. 

The importance of and need for the establishment of what 

Wilkinson and others (1965) called Reciprocal Speech Situations 

(RSS) is supported by the research of Luria (1952) in Russia with 

twins who found their own phonetic grunts and gesticulations suf

ficient for their life together. This researcher placed the sub

jects in separate kindergartens where association and communication 

with others was imperative. Luria found that the new objective 

situation gave rise to a need for verbal speech and became the 

most significant factor in its development. 

Milner's (1951) research revealed that children who engage 

in two-way conversation at mealtime with parents who encourage 

them to talk can be distinguished from others in a reading readi

ness program. The studies of Dawe (1942) and Watts (1964) also 

supported the need for enriching the child's environment, en

couraging conversation about it and pushing through to adequate 

expression of the experience in words as major elements in the 

growth of language. 

Wilkinson (1968) concluded that conventional classrooms, 

where little or no reciprocity exists between the teacher and the 

taught, do not provide the motivation which is supplied by having 

to formulate a reply or make a comment. He cautioned that sheer 

exposure is not enough; that language development takes place best 
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in "climates of oracy" which foster opportunities for the "verbal

ization of experience" and the "experience of verbalization." 

Literacy is a reflection, a modification, and an exten

sion of oracy. 

According to linguists, literal language "triggers off" 

something which you already have. The linguistic attitude con

cerning the basic consideration of the nature of the language is 

that the message is made up of language before it is encoded. 

Encoding is a process of formalizing or projecting what is already 

shaped in words, even at the preconscious level. Hence linguistic 

symbols enable man to think silently or aloud. 

Research studies focusing on the interrelationships of 

language skills in achieving the communication objective suggest 

a high degree of interrelatedness among the various communication 

skills. In his summary of a review of language research, "Oral 

Language and the Development of Other Language Skills," Ruddell 

(1967) listed the following findings: 

1. The research review indicates that oral language de

velopment serves as the underlying base for the development of 

reading and writing achievement. 

2. The findings reported suggest that the receptive 

skills of listening and reading are closely related and utilize 

similar verbal factors but encompass factors unique to each skill. 

3. The expressive skills of speaking and writing appear 

to parallel closely each other in developmental growth. 
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4. Hearing children were found to reflect a higher degree 

of maturity in written expression than deaf or partially hearing 

children. 

Wilkinson (1969b) indicated that in the beginning stages 

of formal language development, the same skills operate in both 

the receptive and the productive processes. The process is the 

same in that it is the same language that the child responds to 

and uses. According to Wilkinson, the speaker and the listener 

are bound in reciprocity—in a sense, the listener creates the 

language of the speaker. Lack of reciprocal features such as 

visual signals and echo soundings in written language requires 

that such material be considered as an imperfect representation 

of speech. Hence skills of recognition and of prediction are 

unique to aural, oral, and graphic symbols in terms of how they 

are transmitted and received. 

Natural constraints unique to the English language occur 

phonologically, syntactically, and morphologically. 

The American linguist, Naom Chomsky (1958) viewed our 

grammar as a system of devices which reinforce each other in gen

erating and controlling grammatical utterances. Loban's (1963) 

longitudinal research study supported this point of view. , Loban 

saw our grammar as operating on two contiguous levels: a phrase 

grammar and a transformational grammar. He indicated that the 

phrase structure grammar makes possible the simple, active kernel 

statements of our language within which are certain obligations 
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and options. Loban indicated that specific and general transfor-

tions occur at a higher level which allows the manipulation of 

kernel structures. Again, there is an order which must be ob

served . 

Communication theorists describe a tendency of language to 

restrict the sequences in which language symbols can occur, to 

provide several cues to the same bit of information, and thus to 

be less than one hundred percent efficient in the amount of infor

mation transmitted per unit of language. The theorists indicate 

that the English language provides us with repetitious cues (some 

sequences never occur in our language) and provide us with a nar

rowing of elements in the language that can fill certain slots 

(only certain sounds can occur after other sounds, only certain 

types of words, functionally speaking, can occur after other 

words). Cue systems exist within the word and within the flow of 

language. These theorists state that as a child responds to these 

cues, he is not guessing. He is using his knowledge of language, 

his past experiences, and his developed concepts. They caution, 

however, against overreliance on the use of written word cues in 

the early years since this leads a child away from meaning and 

away from the extensive language knowledge which he brings to 

s chool. 
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Reciprocal interrelationships exist between the receptive 

and productive components of language in terms of the 

skills of recognition and prediction. 

Wilkinson (1969a) in reference to oracy and reading ac

quisition stated that skills of recognition and prediction are 

crucial to language learning. We recognize words or groups of 

words because we have encountered thepi before aurally or visually 

according to Wilkinson. Prediction involves word order at the 

syntactic level and word formation and word meaning at the seman

tic level in terms of the position of words within a structural 

unit. Wilkinson summarized that prediction skills, then,- are 

uniquely applicable to each dimension of language learning since 

they help the learner to (a) anticipate phonemic sequences, 

(b) anticipate grammatical sequences, (c) anticipate collocation 

of words, (d) anticipate sound sequences through the whole sen

tence, and (e) to anticipate by taking into account all of the 

aforementioned as well as the clues provided by the whole context 

of the situation. Prediction skills emerge as recognition skills 

are internalized. 

Studies of dialect variation, see Cazden (1968), indicated 

that certain differences in predicted direction are related to 

socio-economic level. 
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The sense of recognition and prediction comes from 

meaning-bearing patterns, not vocabulary. This sense 

is evident in every sentence. 

Smiths Goodman, and Meredith (1970) stated that children 

perceive utterances long before they perceive constituent ele

ments, that words have no reality extracted from language, that 

they cannot be defined, pronounced, or classified outside of the 

stream of language. 

Lefevre (1966) stated that only large? units of language, 

sentences or groups of sentences, convey meaning and this meaning 

is always more than the sum of its parts. 

Loban's (1963) research findings of the general directions 

of language growth of children followed from kindergarten through 

high school evidenced these generalities after the sixth year: 

1. Those most proficient tend to use more language. 

2. They tend to use more communication units when they 

speak. 

3. The units tend to get longer. 

4. The units tend to get grammatically more complex. 

5. The units tend to express more tentativeness, more 

supposition, more hypotheses. 
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The focus upon meaning-bearing patterns highlighting the 

form classes is more important than focus upon structure 

words which are roughly equivalent to words of high fre

quency . 

In the early research studies of children's language de

velopment conducted during the Thirties, size of vocabulary and 

sentence length were considered of the chief criteria for mea

suring linguistic maturity (McCarthy 1930, Davis 1937, Shirley 

1938). Recent research studies by Strickland (1962) and Loban 

(1963) indicated that these criteria are inadequate for measuring 

accurately what constitutes the essentials of language. 

Lefevre (1970) stated that strong control of vocabulary 

is best acquired by comprehending words in meaningful context. 

He identified the common structural patterns as those which fea

ture the form class words; i.e., nouns, verbs, adjectives, and 

adverbs. The form classes make up the bulk of the vocabulary and 

are language symbols for "What lies in the real world outside the 

language system itself: objects, actions, qualities, thoughts, 

feelings, impressions." They have meaning in the sense of vocab

ulary items. 

Structure words, which usually receive emphasis in early 

reading programs, are symbols for patterns and relationships pri

marily within the language system. They lack meaning in and of 

themselves and may be designated as "markers" of various sentence 

elements. The function of structure words is grammatical. 
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Lefevre (1964) pointed out that the basic lesson of 

sentence sense is that words are of little consequence as "indi

viduals ;" they find their meanings and functions in ordered com

binations with other words. 

The flexibility of usage of language patterns is more im

portant than the frequency of their occurrence. 

The research studies of both Strickland (1962) and Loban 

(1963) evidenced a significant relationship between the use of 

movables and elements of subordination in oral language and oral 

reading interpretation. 

The United States Office of Education research report, 

Children and Oral Language, Mackintosh (ed.), (1964) concluded 

that those with power over spoken language make distinctions, 

modify ideas, handle emphasis through subordination, control unity 

through transitions and arrangements, and provide for expressions 

of cause and effect, or concede exceptions. 

Loban (1963) found in his research that all of the chil

dren, with the exception of children whose native language was not 

English, used all basic patterns of English sentence structure, 

even in kindergarten. His findings led to the conclusion that 

language which is limited and inflexible, does not serve the ex

panding needs of the child, particularly in school tasks. 
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In language arts instruction, the child * s functional vo

cabulary is more important than his specific vocabulary. 

Fries, Bloomfield, Lefevre and other descriptive linguists 

pointed to the flexibility of the English language. They indi

cated that many words cannot be assigned to a class because their 

class depends on the slot in which they are found. Descriptive 

linguists are more concerned with functions than with parts of 

speech. If a word or phrase performs a particular function, that 

is what is significant. 

This school of linguists calls attention to the fact that 

young children intuitively take a corpus of lexical and syntac

tical items, and draw up their own rules of grammar for using the 

language. 

Chomsky (1965), a linguist of the transformational school, 

reduced the basic or kernel sentence pattern to two parts, the 

noun part and the verb part. These parts become the bases upon 

which operations are performed to generate new patterns of lan

guage . 

Psycholinguists view the process of language as most rele

vant, the product of language of lesser importance. 

Experiences in personal authorship build bridges from 

oracy to the reading aspect of literacy. 

All linguists refer to speech as the primary form of lan

guage and to written language as an imperfect representation of 

speech. Most recommend a direct instructional focus upon writing 



activities which stress the sentence sound in the early years for 

a more effective structuring of ideas. 

The findings of the National First Grade Studies (1968) 

supported the recommendation of linguists that lessons should 

handle writing and reading in explicit relationship to listening 

and speaking. 

Hildreth (1963) concluded from her research that writing 

furnishes practice in using words in meaningful sentences, 

strengthening the association between word forms and their mean

ings, and the child's familiarity with sentence patterns. These 

same associations are needed in reading. 

The research findings of Strickland (1962), Loban (1963), 

and Burrows, Jackson, and Saunders (1962) all indicated that chil

dren who are proficient in language development are more success

ful in writing. 

Lefevre summarized: 

What normal students need initially is to develop con
sciousness of language structures and operations they are 
familiar with in everyday conversations—reinforced by 
helpful practice in writing and reading structures they 
already know operationally in audio-lingual form; this 
consciousness can become their most direct bridge to lit
eracy (1970, p. 77). 

Linguistic connections in the reading process are estab

lished through multiple auditory experiences which build 

an awareness and appreciation of the English language— 

its rhythms, tunes, and patterns. 
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The natural method of language learning indicates that the 

sound of language begins in the ear. Linguists refer to silent 

reading as oral language introverted; to oral reading as oral lan

guage extroverted. They indicate that children need many oppor

tunities to hear how many different people say things in diverse 

ways and in differing situations. 

Strickland cautioned: 

All teachers need to beware of allowing the obligation 
to teach reading to cut off the free and extensive use of 
oral language. Every child who has learned to talk has 
learned to give attention to patterns and arrangements of 
sounds and to schemes of operation in stringing together 
words to carry meaning. . . all of this is of value in 
learning to read (1969, p. 46). 

Success in language arts instruction is optimized in in

structional programs which place equal emphasis upon the 

interrelationships of the audio-lingual and the manual-

visual processes. 

The linguistic focus of the Language Experience Approach 

is first upon the child as a receiver and a producer of language. 

Allen and Allen (1969) described this approach as a way of think

ing about promoting language learnings for each child that will 

require the use of many materials and the development of the 

skills required for creative self-expression and effective com

munication. These skills serve as the foundation for future stud

ies in the technicalities of writing and reading. Thus, the 

reciprocity inherent in the skills which build the child's own 
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linguistic competency and that reflected in the writings of others 

is established. 

Research studies involving the Language Experience Ap

proach find this to be an effective means of teaching beginning 

reading. The studies of Stauffer and Hammond (1967), Kendrick and 

Bennett (1967), Vilsek, Cleland, and Bilka (1967) each found the 

Language Experience Approach to be effective in grades one and 

two. Subjects in the Stauffer and Hammond study developed greater 

facility in written communication than did those taught with the 

basal reader approach. Vilsek, Cleland, and Bilka found that pu

pils in their study could demonstrate superiority of comprehension 

of concepts and in reading in the content areas of science, social 

studies, and arithmetic. 

This feasibility study of reciprocal oracy/literacy recog

nition skills in the language production of Language Experience 

Approach students was based upon this body of research and theory. 

Organization of the Study 

Chapter 2 is a presentation of the methods and procedures 

used for collecting and analyzing the data of this study. 

Chapter 3 is a report of the results of the analytical 

findings; that is, data analysis and classifications are pre

sented. 

Chapter 4 is a discussion presentation based upon the con

tent presented in Chapter 3. 



Chapter 5 includes the summary, conclusions, and recom

mendations of the study. 



CHAPTER 2 

ORGANIZATION AND DESIGN OF THE STUDY 

The problem of the study was to identify, to describe and 

to analyze in terms of their reciprocity the oracy language recog

nition skills and the beginning literacy language recognition 

skills of first grade students instructed by a Language Experience 

Approach. The solution of this problem required the measurement 

of various recognition skills of oral and written language. A 

measurement of the psycholinguistic ability of each subject was 

also needed to establish the fact that this population was not 

atypical in terms of linguistic competency. Judgment of the level 

of implementation of each treatment classroom was also needed be

cause of the teacher variable. 

The experimental design for this study was influenced by 

the research findings of the studies of Strickland (1962), Loban 

(1963), and Giles (1966). The between-subject variables in this 

study were the method of training (i.e., language learning activ

ities unique to the Language Experience Approach and individual 

characteristics of each member of the population). The within-

subjects variables were the skills of oral and written language 

as represented by stage of practice for each individual. 

26 
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Population and Sample 

The twenty-five subjects used in this study were enrolled 

in four schools in Tucson District One and one school in the Am

phitheater School District. The five schools were located in dif

fering geographic areas of metropolitan Tucson and the surrounding 

communities. The population members represented socio-economic 

levels ranging from low-income to upper-middle-income levels. In 

each school five children were selected for the sample population 

through the use of the table of random numbers from a classroom 

utilizing a Language Experience Approach. 

The mean chronological age for the sample population was 

7 years, 0 months at the time of collection of data. There were 

thirteen boys and twelve girls in the sample. 

Collection of Data 

In the present study evidence concerning the twenty-five 

subjects' use, development, and control of language was needed for 

each individual. Plans were carried out to collect data concern

ing: (a) their skills of spontaneous expression, (b) their skills 

of the presentation of dictation, (c) their skills of personal 

authorship, (d) their overall psycholinguistic abilities, and 

(e) judgment of the level of implementation of a Language Experi

ence Approach per treatment population. These data were collected 

over a period of six weeks . 

The data for samples of language of spontaneous expression 

and of the presentation of dictation were collected by this 
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researcher during normal periods of classroom activity. In order 

to assure the high degree of accuracy needed for recording the 

exact verbal responses of each child, the researcher trained in 

two LEA classrooms not included in this study. The assistance of 

the teachers in these classrooms provided a team approach which 

allowed a skillful technique to evolve for the collection of data. 

The researcher visited each classroom once prior to the 

actual recording session to establish rapport with the group, to 

identify members of the sample population, and to become familiar 

with the classroom arrangement, schedule, and activities. The 

actual recording session followed the next day in the classroom 

setting. Each recording session followed a standardized form. 

The researcher did not work directly with the subjects but did 

participate in an informal warm-up session with the group or in

dividual and the adult who normally worked with them. Each 

teacher explained that the researcher was interested in the lan

guage of children and that she would tape-record some of their 

language. 

Samples of Spontaneous Expression (S.E.) were collected 

during sharing time, a normal classroom activity in each LEA 

classroom. Each subject was encouraged by the teacher to "tell 

as much as possible" about what he had chosen to share. The 

planned recording time per subject was three minutes. For those 

subjects whose recording time was less than three minutes, a 

return visit was made by the researcher for further recording. 
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Samples of the presentation of dictation were collected 

while the subj ects worked in learning centers, again a normal 

activity in LEA classrooms. As the subject worked, the teacher 

and the researcher "visited" with him and the teacher invited him 

to present dictation for her to record related to his "work." The 

dictation sample was divided into three parts: (1) informal con

versation concerning the content for dictation, (2) a skill sec

tion in which subjects were encouraged to assist the teacher with 

the mechanics of recording, and (3) a reading section in which the 

subject read his recorded dictation. The recording time per sec

tion was one minute, a total of three minutes for the dictation 

sample. 

The researcher used a portable cassette tape recorder to 

collect the samples of spontaneous expression and presentation of 

dictation. The tape recorder used enabled the researcher to have 

an immediate confirmation of the magnitude of the volume and of 

the quality of the recording. Taped recordings were transcribed 

into typewritten form for analysis. 

Samples of personal authorship were collected by each 

teacher. Personal authorship, too, is a normal LEA classroom 

activity. Personal authorship involves the subject writing inde

pendently to record his own ideas and experiences by presenting 

them in a form for others to read. The content for these samples 

was determined by the on-going classroom activities of each treat

ment group and the individual interests of each member of the sam

ple . Three samples for each student were collected. 
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Instrument Used in Other Research 

The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA), 

1970 revised edition by Kirk, McCarthy, and Kirk, was administered 

individually to each member of the sample population. The ITPA 

assesses twelve aspects of psycholinguistic functioning in chil

dren ages two to ten. Assessment by way of the ITPA leads to the 

charting of individual profiles or intra-individual differences in 

the dimensions of channels of communication, the psycholinguistic 

processes, and two levels of organization (the automatic and re

presentational). The first ten subtests were used to provide 

normative data on each child's over-all linguistic competency. 

Because the global score derived from the ITPA has a correlation 

of .90 with the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale, this instrument 

was also used to derive an estimated mental ability quotient for 

each population member. A Profile of Abilities was also developed 

for each subject with data from the subtests. 

New Instruments of Analysis 

Judgment of the level of implementation of a Language Ex

perience Approach in each treatment classroom was ascertained 

through the utilization of a new scale which covers the major 

thrusts of this approach. The scale, the Allen Level of Imple

mentation Scale for Language Experience Approach Classrooms 

(ALIS), was designed by Dr. Roach Van Allen. Dr. Allen has been 

a major innovator of a Language Experience Approach and the 
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foremost author of descriptive materials concerning this method of 

language arts instruction. Dr. Allen and this researcher trained 

two public school teachers who use LEA methods in their own class

rooms to use this scale and to serve as judges. 

The Allen Level of Implementation Scale is constructed as 

follows: 

1. The scale is divided into three strands which repre

sent the basic framework of LEA. These strands constitute the 

major divisions of the scale. 

a. Strand One: Extending Experience with Words— 

This strand emphasizes the real language of the learner. 

b. Strand Two: Studying the English language— 

This strand emphasizes an understanding of how language 

works for individuals. 

c. Strand Three: Relating Authors Ideas and Lan

guage to a Child's Personal Experiences—This strand empha

sizes the influence of the language and ideas of many 

people on the personal language of children. 

2. The scale provides five possible rankings per category 

item as follows: 

0 - does not exist at the time the observation was 
made 

2 - present but not sufficient for the purpose of 
LEA as described on the scale 

3 - present during the observation period but little 
evidence as part of the continuing program 
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4 - present during observation with visible evidence 
as a continuing part of the program 

5 - visible evidence as an integral and continuing 
part of the program 

Scoring procedures for the Allen Level of Implementation Scale are 

illustrated in Table 1. 

Table 1. The Allen Level of Implementation Scale 

qi~rvmd Onp- Extending Experiences 
btrana one. w±th WQrds 0 2 3 4 5 Total 

This strand emphasizes the real 
languages of the learners. 

1. Is there obvious opportunity for 
each child to participate com
fortably with his home-rooted 
language? X 

2. Is the real language of the child 
used as part of the classroom 
environment? X 

3. Are children free from the fear 
of using "incorrent language?" X 

4. Is space and time provided for 
children to express their ideas 
with many media? X 

5. Do children explore spelling 
during creative writing experi
ences ? X 

6. Are opportunities provided for 
students to retrieve the language 
of adult models? X 

Raw Score Total = 26 

Mean Score-Strand One = 4.33 
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The type of analysis required for language samples ac

cording to the purposes of this study was unique in that there was 

no antecedent instrument which would serve the purpose. Therefore 

this researcher developed a language analysis scale (hereafter 

called the Cox Language Analysis Scale) to be used in this parti

cular study. The development of this scale was influenced by the 

research findings of Strickland (1962), Loban (1963), and Giles 

(1966). New developments in various schools of linguistics also 

influenced the design of the scale. 

The research items included in the Cox Language Analysis 

Scale (the CLA Scale) related to segmenting the subject's oral 

language into phonological units, communication units, and mazes 

are adaptations from Loban's First Level of Analysis (Loban 1963). 

The symbol system used by both Strickland (1962) and Loban (1963) 

for tallying and coding at this level was also used by this re

searcher. 

Those items included in the CLA Scale which relate to 

flexibility within structural patterns, tentative thinking through 

the use of provisional and conditional statements, and the use of 

figurative language, are adaptations of Loban's (1963) research. 

Items on the CLA Scale related to the usage of the noun-

linking verb-noun sentence pattern were suggested by the research 

of Strickland (1962). 

The research of Giles (1966) suggested those items related 

to usage of vivid and colorful expressions. 
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The organization and design of the Cox Language Analysis 

Scale was developed to accomplish three major objectives: 

1. The CIA Scale is divided into three sections which 

represent the three structures of language, i.e., the phonologi

cal, the syntactical, and the morphological structures. 

2. The CM Scale defines five skill levels within each of 

the structures of language, i.e., the literary level, the conven

tional level, the colloquial level, the illiterate level, and the 

primitive level. Skill items within levels are assigned weights 

ranging from five points per item in the literary level to one 

point per item in the primitive level. 

3. The CIA Scale identifies language recognition skills 

on each of the skill levels which are unique to specific language 

learning activities which are a part of a Language Experience 

Approach, i.e., skills of spontaneous expression (S.E.), of the 

presentation of dictation (P.D.), and of personal authorship 

(P.A.). 

This organization permitted the researcher to analyze and evaluate 

the language recognition skills employed by the members of the 

sample population in terms of the purposes of the study. 

The charts to be found on the following pages entitled 

Figures 1, 2, and so on, will present the scoring procedure for 

the CLA Scale. 

In addition to the abbreviations given previously in Item 

3, the columnar subheading pairs will remain constant, the first 
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column representing the number of items (I) and the second column 

indicating the raw score (S). 

The "X" notations in Figure 1 indicate that the item eval

uated does not apply to the language activity under which the no

tation occurs. The total raw score in Figure 1 is 21 points for 

the conventional level. The mean score for this level is 4.00. 

This marking procedure applies to each of the three lan

guage structures. 

A summary sheet for the CLA Scale is provided (see Figure 

2). The summary sheet allows the user to derive a mean score per 

language structure for each language protocol as well as a mean 

score per language activity category. 

The language protocol in Figure 2 provides the following 

means for the three structures of language: 

Mean score phonological structure .... 3.09 

Mean score syntactical structure .... 4.06 

Mean score morphological structure. . . . 4.04 

The data in Figure 2 reveal the following mean scores per language 

activity—spontaneous expression mean 4.06, presentation of dicta

tion mean 3.86, and morphological structure mean 4.00. 



The skill levels listed are Ranking Criterion Categories for 

Language Recognition Skills within the structure of language. 

Phonological Structure Present in Samples 

Literary Level (5 points per item) S.E. P.D. P.A. 

Pupil Behavior: 

1. Expresses ideas in thought units 
and patterns 

Is coherent in spoken or visual 
style; words and phrases are built 
into relevant wholes in terms of 
delivery 

3. Uses appropriate speech rhythms; 
speaks at appropriate speed, allow
ing pauses where necessary ' X 

Conventional Level (4 points per item) 

Pupil Behavior: 

1. Expresses two-thirds of ideas in 
thought units and patterns / / j/_ 

2. Vacillates in usage of speech rhy
thms so that communication is less 
than optimum j j X_ 

Is coherent in spoken or visual 
sylte at least two-thirds of the 
time; communication is reasonably 
clear y /_ 

Figure 1. The Cox Language Analysis Scale 



I. Phonological Structure 
(points 
per item) 

a. Literary Level 5 
b. Conventional Level 4 
c. Colloquial Level 3 
d. Illiterate Level 2 
e. Primitive Level 1 

f. TOTAL 

II. Syntactical Structure 
(points 
per item) 

a. Literary Level 5 
b. Conventional Level 4 
c. Colloquial Level 3 
d. Illiterate Level 2 
e. Primitive Level 1 

f. TOTAL 

III. Morphological Structure 
(points 
per item) 

a. Literary Level 5 
b. Conventional Level 4 
c. Colloquial Level 3 
d. Illiterate Level 2 
e. Primitive Level 1 

f. TOTAL 
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S.E. P.D. P.A. 

I S I S I S 

6 24 6 24 
2 6 

3 12 

6 24 8 30 3 12 

1 5 
5 20 6 24 5 20 

6 25 6 24 5 20 

1 5 
3 12 
1 3 

1 5 
4 16 
2 6 

3 15 
7 28 
1 3 

5 20 7 27 11 46 

Figure 2. "CLA" Scale Summary Sheet 
(Language Recognition Skills Ratings) 
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Procedures for Treating the Data 

The Illinois Test of 
Psycholinguistic Abilities 

Each test was administered by a specialist trained by one 

of the authors of the test. All testing was done during the regu

lar school day in an appropriate setting within the school. Stan

dardized data analysis and scoring procedures established for the 

Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities were utilized by the 

administrators of the test. Normative data of three types were 

derived from the ITPA computations (Kirk, McCarthy, and Kirk 

1969). 

The Composite Psycholinguistic Age (Composite PLA) was 

derived from the Composite Raw Score. It is a global score like 

a mental age and is, so to speak, an overall index of psycholin

guistic abilities and disabilities . Its value is one of classifi

cation according to overall ability. Psycholinguistic age norms 

consider only group means. 

Scaled Scores (transformation of Raw Score at each age and 

for each of the ten subtests used) were computed which take into 

account both group means and variances. The Scaled Score mean of 

the test is thirty-six. The Scaled Scores provide a more versa

tile means of comparing the subject's performance from subtest to 

subtest than do the PLA's. Scaled Scores, as recommended, were 

used to develop the Profile of Abilities per subject. 

The Estimated Stanford-Binet Mental Age provides an over

all index of mental abilities . It is based on the correspondence 
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between the ITPA Composite Raw Score and the Stanford-Binet mental 

ages of the normative group with a correlation of .90. Mental 

ages were computed for each subject. These data were collected to 

establish whether or not the sample population was typical (nor

mally distributed). This was achieved by comparison of the means 

of the sample population with the population on which the ITPA was 

standardized. All of the subtests (separate part scores) and 

global scores were taken into consideration. 

The Allen Level of t 
Implementation Scale 

The research design required the collecting of language 

samples in LEA classrooms. Because teachers were not specifically 

selected and trained for the purposes of this study, the need for 

judging the level of implementation of LEA was necessary. 

Four judges observed in each classroom for a period of 

thirty minutes per observation. All judges visited each class

room at the same time. Each judge observed and made evaluations 

for each of the three strands of the Allen Level of Implementation 

Scale. 

Means for each strand of all observation protocols were 

computed by the researcher. The highest mean score possible for 

any strand was 5.00; the lowest possible mean 2.00. The total 

mean score per scale for each classroom was also computed. This 

grand mean became the rating assigned to that classroom. The 

grand means per protocol per judge were combined and averaged for 

each classroom and the resulting mean score became the rating for 



level of implementation assigned to that classroom. In order to 

establish interjudge reliability for ALIS, these data were ana

lyzed using Hoyt's test for reliability (Winer 1962). Tests of 

reliability were performed for each strand of the scale. 

The Cox Language Analysis Scale 

Hypothesis 1 required the computing of means for subjects 

within treatment groups'as related to the structure of language. 

In order to evaluate the language skills of subjects within the 

phonological, the syntactical, and the morphological structures 

means per subject were computed for each language activity (S.E., 

P.D., and P.A.) within each structure of language. The mean of 

means for these language activities within each structure of lan

guage formed the component parts of the data matrix to which the 

statistical test was applied. These data were then analyzed 

using the Analysis of Variance: Repeated Measurements Model for 

between and within--slibjects variability (Myers 1966). 

Hypotheses 2 through 4 required the computing of means 

for subjects within treatment groups as related to the three types 

of language activities sampled (S.E., P.D., and P.A.). In order 

to evaluate the language skills of subjects used in spontaneous 

expression, the presentation of dictation, and in personal author

ship means per subject were computed for each language activity 

combining data within that language activity category for the 

three structures of language. These means per category became the 

component parts of the data matrix to which the statistical test 
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was applied. These data were also analyzed using the Analysis of 

Variance: Repeated Measurements Model for between and within-

subjects variability. 

Post hoc analyses were applied to those findings which 

were statistically significant. 

Summary 

This study used an experimental design. This chapter has 

reviewed the organizational framework in which the study was car

ried out. The process of selecting the subjects and a description 

of the sample population has been given. The procedures for col

lecting the data were outlined and the statistical steps required 

for testing the hypotheses were reported. Instruments used in 

other research and new instruments for analysis were described. 

In the next chapter, the data will be presented under headings re

lated to the hypothesis being tested. Tables will be presented 

wherever helpful. 



CHAPTER 3 

FINDINGS 

It was the purpose of this study to ascertain the reci

procity of various language recognition skills of the orate and 

literate dimensions in terms of their occurrence and utilization 

as defined by the three structures of language, the phonological, 

the syntactical, and the morphological structures. Further, it 

was the purpose of this study to ascertain the reciprocity of 

said language recognition skills in terms of their occurrence and 

utilization in three types of language learning activities of a 

Language Experience Approach. The findings will be given in the 

order in which they were presented in Chapter 2; findings related 

to the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities, findings re

lated to the level of implementation of LEA, findings related to 

the testing of Hypothesis 1, and findings related to the testing 

of Hypotheses 2 through 4. 

Finding's Dealing with the Illinois Test 
of Psycholinguistic Abilities' 

The Composite Psycholinguistic Age (PLA) for each subject 

was computed using the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Processes 

to ascertain his overall level of linguistic competency. Esti

mated Mental Ages for each subject (with a correlation of .90 on 
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the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale) were also computed (see 

Table 2. 

The data in Table 2 suggested that the sample population 

was not atypical in terms of linguistic competency. For each stu

dent, a comparison was made of the subtest means of the sample 

population with the subtest means of the population on which the 

ITPA was normalized. In no case does the mean of the sample popu

lation for each individual subtest of the ITPA vary significantly 

from the standardized mean which is 36 (Figure 3). 

Level of Implementation of LEA 

Strand means per judge for each observation protocol of 

the Allen Level of Implementation Scale were analyzed for int^r-

judge reliability. Reliabilities were .4125 for Strand One, 

.5931 for Strand Two, and .8565 for Strand Three according to 

Hoyt (Winer 1962). 
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Table 2. Comparisons of Treatment Populations on Three Measures 
of the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Processes 

Treatment _ C.A. M.A. P.L.A. 
Groups °ex (N=25) (N=25) (N-25) 

ah 

A2 

a3 

A4 

A c  

SI M 6-8 6-10 6-9 
S2 F 7-5 6-10 5-10 
S3 M 7-1 8-1 7-10 
S4 M 6-6 6-11 6-10 
S5 M 6-11 8-8 8-3 

SI M 7-6 7-1 6-11 
S2 M 7-2 8-8 8-4 
S3 F 6-9 - 8-11 8-6 
S4 F 6-8 7-6 7-4 
S5 M 7-0 7-8 7-6 

SI F 6-7 7-0 6-10 
S2 F 7-3 7-10 7-8 
S3 F 7-1 7-4 7-2 
S4 M 7-1 7-6 7-4 
S5 M 6-7 8-3 7-11 

SI F 7-3 6-5 6-3 
S2 F 7-2 6-9 6-8 
S3 F 7-1 6-6 6-0 
S4 M 6-4 6-9 6-8 
S5 M 6-11 5-0 4-10 

SI M 8-5 6-2 6-0 
S2 M 7-7 7-6 7-4 
S3 F 6-11 7-4 7-2 
S4 F 7-3 9-0 8-6 
S5 F 7-1 7-10 7-8 
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The First Hypothesis 

It was stated in the first hypothesis that there was no 

difference in the language skills employed by first grade LEA stu

dents in language activities as they relate to the phonological, 

the syntactical, and the morphological structures of language. 

Hypothesis 1 was tested by analyzing the treatment group 

means for each structure of language of the sample population as 

established by the CLA Scale. The statistical test, the Analysis 

of Variance: Repeated Measurements Model for between and within-

subjects variability (Myers 1966) revealed that statistically 

significant differences were found among classes at the .05 level 

(Table 3). 

Table 3. Analysis of Variance - Comparison of Three Groups on 
Structures of Language 

Source df S.S. M.S. F p 

A - classes 4 

S(A) error 20 

B - structures 
of language 2 

AB - interaction 
schools and lan
guage structures 8 

S(A)B error 40 

TOTAL 74 

5.85 1.46 3.53 <.05 

8.25 .4125 

.4400 .2200 2.60 n.s. 

1.26 .1575 1.86 n.s. 

3.38 .0845 

19.18 
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Differences in language skills as represented by the » 

structures of language were not significant at the .05 level. 

Interaction between classes and structures of language also failed 

to be significant at this level. 

The differences between classes (.05) were of sufficient 

magnitude to suggest further exploration. Tukey's HSD test 

(Myers 1966) was applied to the group mean data for structures of 

language to identify the source of differences among classes 

(Table 4). The pairwise comparison regarding differences in 

classes exceeds the critical value of .7013 between treatment 

group three and treatment group four in terms of language skills 

as defined by the structure of the language. The differences in 

socio-economic status (group three, middle income, and group four; 

low income) as well as those of language background (group three, 

native speakers of English, and group four, non-native speakers) 

may contribute to the differences in classes reported in Table 3. 

Table 4. Differences among Means of Classes according to 
Structures of Language 

x4 x5 *1 X2 *3 

x4 = 3.57 — .35 .47 .58 

•Ji C
O

 

•
 

X5  = 3.93 — .14 .25 .51 

*1 = 4.10 — .11 .37 

x2 = 4.20 — .26 

X3  = 4.45 — 

*p<.05 
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Hypotheses 2 through 4 

Hypotheses 2, 3, and 4 state that there are no differences 

in the language skills employed by first grade LEA students in the 

language skills utilized in spontaneous expression, in the pre

sentation of dictation, and in personal authorship. 

Hypotheses 2 through 4 were tested by analyzing the treat

ment group means for each type language activity of the sample 

population as established by the CLA Scale. The statistical test, 

the Analysis of Variance: Repeated Measurements Model for within 

and between-subjects variability (Myers 1966) identified differ

ences among classes, among language skills represented in language 

activities, and an interaction effect between schools and language 

activities (Table 5). 

It appeared that all differences reported in Table 5 

should be further identified. Tukey's HSD test (Myers 1966) was 

applied to the group mean data for types of language activities to 

explore pairwise comparisons of groups in language activities 

(Table 6). 

The pairwise comparisons of differences in classes exceeds 

the critical values of .6497 between Group Three and Group Four, 

and Group Three and Group Five, at the .05 level (Table 6). It 

would appear that although in every case the teacher was an LEA 

teacher, differences of the teacher variable are reflected in the 

treatment groups which favor Group Three. 
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Table 5. Analysis of Variance - Comparison of Three Groups on 
Language Activities 

Source df S.S. M.S. F P 

A - classes 4 6.2165 1.5541 4.3814 <.025 

S(A ) error 20 7.0942 .3547 

B - language 
activities 2 .4930 .2465 6.2247 <.005 

AB - interaction 
classes and language 
activities 8 .7626 .0953 2.4066 <.05 

S(A)B error 40 1.5839 .0396 

TOTAL 74 16.1502 

Table 6. Differences among Means of Classes according to 
Language Activities 

x4 x5 Xi x2 x3 

x4 = 3.47 .36 .53 .63 .88* 

x5 = 3.93 .36 .46 .71" 

x
l
 

H
 

II
 

4.10 — .10 .35 

II C
M

 
\

x
 

4.20 — .25 

*3 = 4.45 — 

*p<.05 
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A post hoc analysis of differences in language skills of 

treatment groups as defined by language activities provided the 

following results (Table 7). 

Table 7. Mean Differences Between Language Activities 

x2 *1 *3 

II 

C
M

 
\X 

3.99 — .006 .166* 

II
 

4.00 — .16* 

X3 ~ 4.16 — 

*p<.05 

The pairwise comparisons of differences in language skills 

as defined by language activities exceed the critical value of 

.1396 between the skills of personal authorship and those of spon

taneous expression and the presentation of dictation (Table 7). 

The post hoc analysis strongly suggests that LEA students of the 

sample population show greater achievement in the language skills 

of personal authorship than they do in those of spontaneous ex

pression and in the presentation of dictation. 

An interaction graph was plotted to identify the sources 

of interaction between classes and language activities reported 

earlier in Table 7. 
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Figure 4 reveals that the source of the significant inter

action effect is due to the level of performance of subjects in 

Groups Five and Four on language skills, for the presentation of 

dictation. It appears that the language activities of this study 

differ in their effects with the greatest difference of the; three 

population contrasts occurring within language skills for the 

presentation of dictation. 

If high scores are desirable, it would seem that personal 

authorship is the preferred treatment since all groups performed 

ably in this language activity. 

Summary 

The findings of the statistical tests used in this study 

support Hypothesis 1 indicating that there is no difference in the 

language skills employed by first grade LEA students in language 

activities as they relate to the three structures of language. 

The results of the statistical analysis reject Hypotheses 

2 through 4 indicating that there are differences in language 

skills employed in spontaneous expression, in the presentation of 

dictation, and in personal authorship. 



CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

The difficulty in determining which skills have the great

est influence on learning to read one's language as written by 

others has been a major research question in the education of 

young children throughout this century. Not until recent times, 

however, has the question been expanded to include linguistic and 

psycholinguistic insights. It is true that the reader, whether 

proficient or a beginner, is a user of language. Every study of 

reading materials, reading instruction, the reading process, and 

reading errors has involved decisions about language units, lan

guage sequences, language experiences, and the explanation and 

categorization of linguistic behavior (Goodman 1969). Yet, most 

research studies have tended to ignore the linguistic competency 

which children bring to school as a focal point of investigation. 

The research task posed in this study centered upon the 

child as a producer of language. Of primary interest to the in

vestigator were two questions: (1) Is it feasible to explore 

language skills in the orate dimension in terms of their reci

procity with those of the literate dimension as defined by the 

structures?; and (2) Is it feasible to explore the reciprocity of 

language skills of the orate and literate dimensions in terms of 

53 
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three of the language activities of a Language Experience Ap

proach? 

In order to discern the factors which are of primary im

portance to the present study in the clearest possible way, the 

discussion will be presented according to the following sequence: 

(1) The factors which appear to account for acceptance of the 

first hypothesis of the study will be developed, as well as 

(2) the factors which appear to account for rejection of Hypoth

eses 2, 3, and 4 will be discussed. Observations which the re

searcher made during analysis of the language samples will be 

presented. 

The First Hypothesis 

The first hypothesis which was tested was that there is 

no difference in the language skills of first grade LEA students 

as defined by the structure of language. A basic assumption 

underlying the first hypothesis is that the skills of phonology, 

of syntax, and of morphology are used by every speaker of a lan

guage whatever his level of linguistic competency. It is impos

sible to use language without incorporating skills of these three 

structures into one's communication. Although studies of the 

acquisition of phonology, of syntax, and of morphology have been 

conducted with infants and very young children (see Menyuk 1971), 

few studies have explored a development of these skills after 

entry of the child into grade one. 
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An examination of protocols of spontaneous expression of 

three subjects is helpful in examining the assumption underlying 

Hypothesis 1. The first subject's protocol is representative of 

that of subjects who scored highest on all measures of the CIA 

Scale, the second represents an example of protocols between high 

and low, a:id the third is an example of a very low scorer (Table 

8 ) .  

The protocols reveal that each subject uses phonological 

units . Subject One, however, shows great control of language by 

presenting communication units which contain a variety of words 

and by the absence of mazes. Subject Three presents more phono

logical units than do the other subjects, but fails to present 

any communication units. It is interesting to note, however, that 

Subject Three does order words within partials accurately, and to 

a limited degree, conveys meaning. Subject Two presents units 

which are grammatically independent as well as those which con

tain partials and mazes. Hence his communication is less than 

optimum. 

The differences in these subjects* linguistic competence 

appears to lie in the areas of syntax (their ability to order the 

units of language) and in morphology (their abilities of word 

formation and of developing meaning-bearing passages of language). 

Their skills of phonology are shaped by these difference's . 
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Table 8. Examples of Spontaneous Expression Protocols 

Transcription Phonologi- Communica - Number of 
of cal tion Words per 
Subject's Actual Language Units Units Comm. Unit"' 

1. I am a very good reader# 
I can read a lot of 10 9 6 
words#I'd like to see 7 
the museum and all of 10 
it#The thing that I'd 14 
like to see most of 
all is the lizard in 19 
the shade#I know some 10 
thing that I don't really 9 
know exactly#that the 
horny toad spits blood 10 
out of its eye#I could 
find out by looking in 
a science book/or I 7 
could ask the manager 
of the museum//Does a 
horny toad spit blood 
out of its eye#Tell me 
that if you have one# 

2. I like to color because 11 7 15 
I can draw good/and I 

©
 

1 -J
 

can make good pictures ©
 

1 -J
 

#[uh]/l can draw air
©
 

1 -J
 

planes //race cars#Race 7 
cars are pretty easy 
to draw#All you have to do 16 
is three/four wheels and ® " 4 
put a bottom and a top# 

® " 4 

[Well]/They go fast#I'm 12 
not sure how to make it 
look like it's going fast# 

3. [uh]# [me]//me and my 13 0 0 
brother#[me and my brother] 
#[uh]#we#[me and my brother] 
# [uh] // [we] //We got tOj(/{uh] 
#the dog taken#the dog take 
it# 

*Mazes are in brackets. The number of words in the mazes is 
circled and counted although they are not communication units. 
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The extremes in linguistic- performance of Subjects One and 

Three are pictured according to levels of skill within structures 

of language in Figure 5 and Figure 6. 

Subject One (Figure 5) patterns primarily on the literary 

level within the phonological structure indicating strengths in 

the sounds and rhythms of the language. This subject patterns 

within the syntactical structure on the literary and conventional 

skill levels. This patterning is strong in the ordering of the 

units of language. Subject One shows strength in the morphologi

cal structure in terms of the formation of words and of meaning-

bearing units of language. 

The CLA Scale Summary sheet for the third subject (Figure 

6) indicates that the subject patterns on the colloquial and 

illiterate skill levels for the phonological and the morphological 

structures. This shows that he has difficulty with the sounds and 

rhythms of the language as well as the word formation of the de

velopment of meaning-bearing language units. Subj ect Three pat

terns primarily on the illiterate level for the syntactical 

structure. This patterning strongly suggests difficulty with 

ordering of the units of language. 



I. Phonological Structure 
(points 
per item) 

a. Literary Level 5 
b. Conventional Level 4 
c. Colloquial Level 3 
d. Illiterate Level 2 
e. Primitive Level 1 

f. TOTAL 

II. Syntactical Structure 
(points 
per item) 

a. Literary Level 5 
b. Conventional Level 4 
c. Colloquial Level 3 
d. Illiterate Level 2 
e. Primitive Level 1 

f. TOTAL 

III. Morphological Structure 
(points 
per item) 

a. Literary Level 5 
b. Conventional Level 4 
c. Colloquial Level 3 
d. Illiterate Level 2 
e. Primitive Level 1 

f. TOTAL 

S.E. P.D. P.A. 

I S I S I S 

5 25 5 25 
2 8 

3 15 

5 25 7 33 3 15 

4 20 
3 12 

4 20 
3 12 

6 30 
3 12 

7 32 j 7 32 9 42 

11 55 

E 

10 55 7 35 

ix 1 10 55 1 7 35 

Figure 5. "CLA" Scale Summary Sheet (Subject One) 
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I. Phonological Structure 
(points 
per item) 

a. Literary Level 5 
b. Conventional Level 4 
c. Colloquial Level 3 
d. Illiterate Level 2 
e. Primitive Level 1 

f. TOTAL 

II. Syntactical Structure 

III, 

a. Literary Level 
b. Conventional Level 
c. Colloquial Level 
d. Illiterate Level 
e. Primitive Level 

f. TOTAL 

(points 
per item) 

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

Morphological Structure 
(points 
per item) 

a. Literary Level 5 
b. Conventional Level 4 
c. Colloquial Level 3 
d. Illiterate Level 2 
e. Primitive Level 

f. TOTAL 

S.E. P.D. P.A. 

I S I S I S 

4 12 
2 4 

4 12 
2 4 

2 6 

6 16 6 16 2 6 

2 4 
1 3 
1 2 

1 1 

2 4 2 5 1 1 

4 12 
1 2 

4 12 
2 4' 

3 9 

5 14 6 16- 3 9 I 

Figure 6. "CLA" Scale Summary Sheet (Subject Three) 
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The consistency of levels of skill reflected in the pat

terning within the structures of language of these two subjects 

representing extremes in scoring suggests the reciprocity of lan

guage skills unique to each one. The level of performance of 

Subject One is consistently high and that for Subject Three is 

consistently low. Because these subjects represent two extremes 

as scorers, it is helpful to examine their ITPA Profile of Abili

ties to understand how they process language (Figures 7 and 8). 

The ITPA Profile of Abilities for Subject One (Figure 7) 

indicates that strengths exist in auditory and visual associa

tion as well as in grammatic closure. The area of greatest 

strength is in auditory sequential memory. Thus strength of 

phonological skills, syntactical skills, and morphological skills 

are identified. All of the other channels of communication for 

this subject pattern close to the Mean Scale Scores (MSS) for 

the norm population with the exception of visual closure which is 

less than the norm MSS but not of a sufficient degree of discrep

ancy to cause concern. This may explain the subject's patterning 

on the literary and conventional levels within the syntactical 

structures of the CLA Scale. The profile of abilities for this 

subject are consistent with the patterning of skills levels re

presented on the CLA Scale. 
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Figure 7. ITPA Profile of Abilities (Subject One) 
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Figure 8. Profile of Abilities (Subject Three) 
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Subject Three presents an ITPA Profile of Abilities which 

patterns below the norm mean in every subtest with the exception 

of the channel of visual closure (Figure 8)e The overall profile 

for this subject is a weak one with the poorest skills centering 

in the auditory and the verbal channels . The channels of strength 

for this subject are visual and manual. These findings are con

sistent with those of those of the CLA Scale. Of special interest 

is the fact that Subject Three scores higher on the automatic 

level than the representational level. It would appear that this 

subject has a language problem, not a reading problem. 

Those subjects who scored between the extremes on the 

skill levels of the CLA Scale tended to pattern on the colloquial 

level with deviant patterning above and/or below this level. 

Hypotheses 2 through 4 

It was stated in Hypotheses 2 through 4 that there is no 

difference in the language skills used in spontaneous expression, 

in the presentation of dictation, and in personal authorship of 

first grade LEA students. The assumption underlying these hypoth

eses is that since each of these production language activities is 

based upon growth in the skills of phonology, of syntax, and of 

morphology that the level of performance should be reciprocal. 

This assumed reciprocity resides in the fact that the skills used 

are the same, only the forms of the skills differ. 

The analysis of variance findings reported in the preced

ing chapter (Table 5) as well as the information regarding 
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interaction of classes and treatments (Figure 4) deny the validity 

of this assumption. It would appear that since the same skills as 

defined by the structure of language are used for the three lan

guage activities in this study that a valid assumption related to 

the second, third, and fourth hypotheses would be that language 

skills in these activities are interrelated, not reciprocal. 

While analyzing the language protocols, the researcher 

became aware of several factors which were deemed of sufficient 

significance to report in this study: 

1. All groups with the exception of Group Four showed 

greater mean scores for the syntactical and morphological struc

tures than for the phonological structure. The fourth group was 

the only one with the group highest mean centering in the phono

logical structure. This group was populated with bilingual young

sters of a low socio-economic level. This means that children in 

this group have made more progress in sounding the language than 

in understanding its structure and meaning. 

2. The indices reported by other researchers in terms of 

high- and low-level proficiency were supported in this research as 

follows: 

a. Loban's (1963) findings regarding flexibility 

within patterns, the usage of partials, expressions of 

tentativeness, and of figurative language. 

b. Loban's (1963) and Strickland's (1962) findings 

regarding the frequency of the non-linking verb-noun 
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pattern as discriminatory between high proficiency and 

low proficiency performance of language. 

c. Giles' (1966) findings concerning usage of a 

vivid, picture-evoking vocabulary. 

3. Those subjects who tended to present dictation in 

units, rather than word-by-word, also tended to read their re

corded dictation in units . Of special interest is the fact that 

these subjects tended to score on the colloquial level or above on 

the CLA Scale. Those who scored below at the colloquial level and 

below read word-by-word. Their reading indicated a lack of facil

ity in the syntactical and morphological structures. 

4. The direction from which the colloquial level patterns 

on the CLA Scale appears to be a focal point on which teachers can 

make decisions in regards to instruction in the language arts. 

Children who pattern at this level and below can read some of 

their own language or none at all. Children who pattern at the 

colloquial level and above can read their own language and some of 

their language as recorded by others. 



CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

The movement toward language-centered curricula in Ameri

can primary schools is an outgrowth of new insights regarding 

language acquisition and development provided by linguists who 

view normal children ages four to six as practically adults, 

linguistically speaking. This movement shifts the emphasis in 

instructional programs from how to teach the child to read to how 

to make use of and to extend his linguistic competencies. Such 

programs regard reading as an extension of personal language. 

Research studies concerning the language of children of 

the primary school support the point of view that the child's oral 

language should be used as a basis for instruction. The need re

mains, however, for new instruments to be developed which ade

quately describe the child's level of linguistic performance based 

upon his language production in a variety of language activities. 

The development of the Cox Language Analysis Scale used in this 

study was the researcher's attempt to meet this need. The primary 

purpose for the development of this scale was to ascertain the 

feasibility of this way of studying the linguistic production of 

children. 
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Conclusions 

In the light of the evidence and within the limitations of 

this study, the following conclusions seem to be justified: 

1. There is no difference in the language skills used by 

first grade LEA students in language activities defined by the 

phonological, the syntactical, and the morphological structures of 

language. Language skills used in the channels of communication 

of the structure of -language are reciprocal. 

2. There is a difference' in the language skills used by 

first grade LEA students in spontaneous expression, in the presen

tation of dictation, and in personal authorship. Although the 

language used in these activities is the same, the differences in 

the forms of the skills used in the three language activities of 

this study are significant. 

3. It is feasible to study the reciprocity of language 

skills as defined by the structure of language. 

4. The level at which a teacher implements the three 

strands of a Language Experience Approach is significant in terms 

of children's continued development of the three structures of 

language and continued growth in LEA language activities. 

Recommendations 

As a result of the findings in the present study, the fol

lowing recommendations are offered: 



1. The present study should be replicated to establish 

further the reliability of the Cox Language Analysis Scale and to 

reveal any differences which may exist among the categories. 

2. Research should be carried out to ascertain the qual

ity of the language production of children in the types of LEA 

language activities reported in this study. 

3. The search for and development of instruments unique 

in terms of the objectives of language-centered curricula should 

be continued. 

4. Instruments which measure both skills of recognition 

and prediction of language should be developed. 

5. Language Experience Approach teachers should attend 

with equal emphasis to the three thrusts of this approach: 

(1) extending one's experiences with words, (2) study of the 

English language, and (3) relating author's ideas and language to 

personal experience. 



APPENDIX A 

THE ALLEN LEVEL OF IMPLEMENTATION 
SCALE SCORING PROCEDURE 

Presented below is the rating scale for the scoring procedure for 

Strands One, Two, and Three, to be found on the succeeding pages. 

0 - Does not exist at the time the rating was made 

2 - Present, but not sufficient for the purposes 

of a Language Experience Approach as described 

on the Allen Level of Implementation Scale 

3 - Present during observation period, but little 

evidence as a continuing part of the program 

4 - Present during observation with visible evi

dence 

5 - Superior performance and/or visible evidence 

as a continuing part of the program 

Highest score possible = 5.00 

Lowest score possible = 2.00 
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STRAND ONE: Extending Experiences 
with Words 

0 2 3 4 5 Totals 

This strand emphasizes the real 
language of the learner. 

1. Is there obvious opportunity for each 
child to participate comfortably with 
his home-rooted language? X 5 

2. Is the real language of the child 
used as part of the room environment? X 4 

3. Are children free from the fear of 
using "incorrect" language? X 5 

4. Is space and time provided for chil
dren to express their ideas with many 
media? X 4 

5. Do children explore spelling during 
creative writing experiences? X 4 

6. Are opportunities provided for stu
dents to retrieve the language of 
adult models? X 4 

Raw Score Total 26 

Mean Score 
Strand One 4.33 
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STRAND TWO: Studying the English 
Language 

0 2 3 4 5 Totals 

This strand emphasizes an understanding 
of how language works for individuals. 

1. Do children have opportunities to see 
the speech sounds they make written 
by adults? 

2. Does the adult (teacher) visit with 
the children to help them understand 
the sound-symbol relationships? 

3. Do children have conversational 
abilities to discuss topics such as 
names of letters, words, sentences, 
spelling? 

4. Is there evidence that children are 
acquiring vocabularies of the form 
class words (nouns, verbs, adjec
tives , adverbs) through direct in
struction? 

5. Is there an obvious emphasis on the 
development of a sight vocabulary of 
high frequency (structure) words? 

6. Are alternatives offered to children 
whose natural speech is characterized 
by gross errors? 

7. Do children participate in editing 
manuscripts for publication? 

Raw Score Total 

Mean Score 
Strand Two 
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STRAND THREE: Relating Author's Ideas 
and Language to Personal 
Experiences 

0 2 3 4 5 Totals 

This strand emphasizes the influence of 
the language and ideas of many people on 
the personal language of children. 

1. Are many types of books available 
for browsing and reading? 

2. Are films and filmstrips used to 
bring children in contact with the 
ideas and language of others? 

3. Do children have access to records 
and tapes which accompany books? 

4. Do children have opportunities to 
repeat words, phrases, and sentences 
of other authors? 

5. Do children have opportunities to 
add to the ideas of others as they 
listen to and read stories and poems? 

6. Are art prints, music compositions, 
photographs, and other materials 
available for personal interpreta
tion? 

7. Is choral reading a part of the read
ing program which brings children in 
contact with language and ideas of 
others? 

Raw Score Total 

Mean Score 
Strand Three 

Summary: 
Mean Score - Strand One 
Mean Score - Strand Two 
Mean Score - Strand Three 



APPENDIX B 

THE COX LANGUAGE ANALYSIS SCALE 

Skills levels identified in each language structure are Ranking 

Criterion Categories for Language Recognition Skills. 

Pupil Behavior: 

1. Expresses ideas in thought units 
and patterns 

2. Is coherent in spoken or visual 
style; words and phrases are built 
into relevant wholes in terms of 
delivery 

3. Uses appropriate speech rhythms; 
speaks at appropriate speed, allow
ing pauses where necessary X 

4. Uses phonological units which con
tain phrases and clauses rather 
than tangles of language X 

5. Uses mazes of stabilizers which 
serve as a positive function; i.e., 
mazes used as edits or holders X 

6. Shows clarity in terms of distinc
tiveness and articulation of words X 

Note: The "X" notations indicate that the item evaluated does not 

Phonological Structure Present in Samples 

Literary Level (5 points per item) S.E. P.D. P.A. 

apply to the language activity under which the notation 
occurs. 
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Present in Samples 

Literary Level, Continued S.E. P.D. P.A. 

7. Uses the sentence sound when dis
cussing dictation X X 

8. Represents the same oral sound with 
the same visual symbol X X 

Conventional Level (4 points per item) 

Pupil Behavior: 

1. Expresses two-thirds of ideas in sam
ple in thought units and patterns 

2. Is coherent in spoken or visual 
style at least two-thirds of the 
time; communication is reasonably 
clear X_ 

3. Vacillates in usage of speech 
rhythms so that communication is 
less than optimum X_ 

4. Phonological units are infrequently 
punctuated with tangles of language X_ 

5. Uses mazes or stabilizers which in
clude both those which serve a posi
tive function (e.g., edits and 
holders) and those which serve a 
negative function (i.e., noises and 
repeats) X_ 

6. Speaks with clarity most of the 
time; no more than one-fourth of the 
words and units in the sample are 
incomprehensible X_ 

7. Usually uses the sentence sound when 
discussing dictation; may use one or 
two partials X X 

8. Represents the same oral sounds with 
the same visual symbols in two-
thirds of material in sample X X 
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Present in Samples 

Colloquial Level (3 points per item) S.E. P.D. P.A. 

Pupil Behavior: 

1. Uses speech which is fragmentary or 
disjointed in oral or visual style 

2. 

i 

Shows limited coherence in oral 
and/or visual style; two-thirds of 
what is spoken or written cannot 
be understood 

3. Is sporadic in speech; speech 
rhythms used severely limit effec
tiveness of communication X 

4. Uses phonological units which are 
frequently tangles of language X 

5. Uses mazes or stabilizers which 
basically serve a negative function; 
i.e., noises and repeats X 

6. Attempts to present dictation; uses 
telegraphic speech or single words X X 

7. Is inconsistent in choice of symbols 
to represent speech X 

Illiterate Level (2 points per item) 

Pupil Behavior: 

1. Is barely coherent in oral and/or 
visual style X X 

2. Uses phonological units which are 
abbreviated; telegraphic in form X X 

3. Extensively uses negative mazes; 
more than half of the language in 
sample is in this category X X 



Primitive Level (1 point per item) 

Pupil Eahavior: 

1. Uses phonological units which are 
basically tangles of language 

2. Speaks with clarity less than one-
fourth of the time 

Syntactical Structure 

Literary Level (5 points per item) 

Pupil Behavior: 

1. Uses with precision the four basic 
patterns of English in oral and/or 
written form; i.e., (1) NV, NVA; 
(2) NVN; (3) NVNN, NVNA; (4) NLVN, 
NLyA 

2. Uses the NLVN pattern most fre
quently in communication 

3. Uses patterns other than the basic 
order 

4. Shows dexterity in varying elements 
within structural patterns; i.e., 
manipulates movable elements within 
the pattern such as nouns and verbs 
in terms of position 

5. Shows dexterity in the uses of 
phrases, and clauses; manipulates 
movable units within the larger com
munication unit 

6. Uses collocations of words which are 
unique and creative; these colloca
tions are an unusually effective way 
of saying things 

Present in Samples 

S.E. P.D. P.A. 

X_ X_ 

X X 
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Present in Samples 

Literary Level, Continued S.E. P.D. P.A. 

7. Substitutes word groups in place of 
single words, e.g., uses for sub
ject nominals noun clauses, infini
tives and verbals 

8. Records patterns which contain 
structure words which function as 
grammatical markers X X 

9. Records patterns which contain a 
variety of form class words which 
build in content X X 

10. Shows sensitivity to the order of 
recording; modifies natural speech 
to accommodate written expression X X 

Conventional Level (4 points per item) 

Pupil Behavior: 

1. Presents more than half of ideas in 
sample in the four basic patterns of 
English; some patterns are partials 

2. Rarely uses patterns other than the 
basic four 

3. Shows limited or no flexibility in 
the ordering of phrases or clauses 

4. Uses communication units which are 
grammatically independent as well 
as those which are partials 

5. Uses collocations of words which 
have currency in the culture; e.g., 
ham and eggs, merry-go-round 

6. Substitutes word groups in place of 
single words only by using word 
groups of the same class 
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Present in Samples 

Conventional Level, Continued S.E. P.D. P.A. 

7. Shows limited sensitivity to the 
order of recording in terms of the 
presentation of word order and 
language units X X 

Colloquial Level (3 points per item) 

Pupil Behavior: 

1. Presents communication units which 
are inaccurate; e.g., uses double 
negatives, places adj ectives after 
the noun 

2. Presents communication units which 
are often incomplete; the incidence 
of the use of partials exceeds that 
of independent units 

3. Uses only two of the four basic 
patterns with frequency; uses pat
terns one (NV, NVA) and two (NVNN, 
NVNA) most frequently 

4. Chooses not to assist in recording 
of language patterns X X 

Illiterate Level (2 points per item) 

Pupil Behavior: 

1. Uses communication units which are 
mainly partials 

2. Primarily uses the noun-verb pat
tern X X 

3. Presents some patterns which can
not be analyzed; the words are 
understandable, the order is not X X 
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Present in Samples 

Primitive Level (1 point per item) S.E. P.D. P.A. 

Pupil Behavior: 

1. Orders communication units in a 
manner contrary to the patterns of 
the English language X X 

Morphological Structure 

Literary Level (5 points per item) 

Pupil Behavior: 

1. Uses a diverse rather than monoto
nous vocabulary; diversity of vocab
ulary determined by the number of 
different words in each segment of 
thirty consecutive non-maze words 

2 . Chooses words in noun clauses which 
effectively communicate meaning 

3. Shows mastery of inflectional 
changes according to context 

4. Achieves "effect" through usage of 
stress, pitch and juncture 

5. Assists in identification of letter 
formation and utilization of capi
tal and lower case letters 

6. Identifies the association of oral 
and visual symbols of language with 
appropriate fit 

7. Identifies letter order as indi
cated by the sound of the word in 
relation to its parts 

8 . Records letters, words, and patterns 
in a visual form representative of 
that found in lexiographical re
sources 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 
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Present in Samples 

Literary Level, Continued S.E. P.D. P.A. 

9. Presents speech thoughts in 
meaning-bearing units 

10. Identifies and/or uses basic punc
tuation in terms of place and 
function X 

11. Identifies and/or uses basic typo
graphical devices which enhance 
meaning X 

12. Uses expressions that denote tenta
tive thinking; I suppose, it ap
pears that, or other expressions of 
supposition, hypothesis, or con
dition 

13. Uses figurative language such as 
parenthetical language, metaphors, 
analogies, similes, and rhyming 

14. Uses a vivid, picture-evoking vo
cabulary; i.e., makes extensive use 
of descriptive, name, and action 
words 

15. Shows uniqueness in manner of expres
sion; i.e., coins words or patterns 
which utilize the structure of the 
language, but are unique to the in
dividual 

16. Uses a variety of relational words; 
e.g., since, however, because, 
therefore, etc. 

17. Uses questions 

18. Uses personification in sample; e.g., 
uses personal pronouns for other than 
self, uses quotations, assigns names 
to characters, assigns title to 
story 

19. Reconstructs oral language patterns 
in units X X 
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Present in Samples 

Conventional Level ( 4points per item) S.E. P.D. P.A. 

Pupil Behavior: 

1. Uses a fairly monotonous vocabu
lary; basically uses a limited num
ber of form class words over and 
over 

2 . Tends to be general in communica
tion; e.g., uses the word dishes 
but does not differentiate the 
specific type 

3. Vacillates in achievement of in
flectional changes 

4. Rarely uses stress, pitch, or junc
ture to achieve "effect" X 

5. Uses few, if any, relational words 

6. Gives limited assistance in identi
fication of letter formation and 
utilization of capital and lower 
case letters 

7. Is inconsistent in identifying the 
association of oral and visual lan
guage symbols with appropriate fit 

8. Identifies and/or uses basic punc
tuation accurately in at least 
half of the sample 

9. Identifies letter order as indi
cated by the sound of the word in 
terms of beginnings and endings; 
occasionally completes word unit 

10. Records speech thoughts in meaning-
bearing patterns in at least half 
of the sample; records some thoughts 
in single words 

.X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X X 



Conventional Level, Continued 

11. Records letters, words, and pat
terns in a visual form which can 
be read; e.g., spelling, letter 
formation, and content of pattern 
is semantically comprehensible 

12. Reconstructs oral language pat
terns in units most of the time; 
some patterns are read word by word 

Colloquial Level (3 points per item) 

Pupil Behavior: 

1. Displays a limited, monotonous vo
cabulary; uses few words and uses 
them over and over 

2. Fails to make appropriate inflec-
tual changes; usually omits word 
endings 

3. Lacks label for names of things; 
labels by function rather than by 
name 

4. Attempts to record speech thoughts; 
much of what is written cannot be 
analyzed semantically 

5. Occasionally resorts to non-verbal 
communication for want of words 

Illiterate Level (2 points per item) 

Pupil Behavior: 

1. Exhibits vocabulary which is too 
limited for effective communication 
expressions are semantically incom
plete 



Illiterate Level, Continued 

2. Employs occasional groups of re
lated words; e.g., the dog taken 
for somebody took the dog 

3. Fails to complete most words 

4. Resorts to non-verbal communica
tion to replace words in more 
than half of the sample 

Primitive Level ( 1 point per item) 

Pupil Behavior: 

1. Lacks vocabulary to express ideas 

2. Relies excessively on non-verbal 
communication 

Present in Samples 

S.E. P.D. P.A. 

X_ X_ 

X_ X_ 

X_ X_ 

X_ X_ 

X X 
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